Hi Terry, thank you again for the opportunity to provide input and thoughts. Not having had
the chance to consult with the executive and board for firm decisions, I am sharing with you my
thoughts as President, and having consulted with the Chief Trail Warden.
1. Regarding Dust on the trail:
- currently RCATV provides calcium chloride at our expense on the CN trail which is leased by
RCATV. We apply it 4 times annually over approx. 1.5km section, at an average cost of $2500 /
year. We apply it to the rail bed slag after it has been graded and rolled. This section of trail has
not been stone dusted because of expense, and the lease with CN restricts removal of the iron
ore slag.
- we do not currently apply dust suppression on the OVRT/Algonquin Trail, it is a county
expense and responsibility. They do apply calcium chloride throughout the year.
- We use calcium chloride (the same product and manner as municipal roads), and post signs to
let users know when it has been applied. We share best practices with the County and other
off-road clubs to continue to stay abreast of options. Other products have been researched and
tested by the County, however they are not cost nor outcome effective. You can read about
Calcium Chloride dust control and impact on health, vegetation etc at this
link https://www.oxycalciumchloride.com/building-better-roads/controlling-dust/how-tocontrol-dust/managing-impact. Calcium Chloride is still considered the standard for application
- I anticipate the County will be looking to apply stone dust on the Algonquin Trail surface
through Pembroke like they have in other urban areas and up to city limits. It does not negate
the need for calcium chloride however it significantly decreases the frequency of
application. Anthony Hobbs can confirm.
2. Regarding Paving:
- we considered and researched paving as an option on the 1.5km section of trail on the CN,
and the County also did some testing of recycled pavement on a section of the Algonquin Trail
in Arnprior. It was determined that recycled asphalt/paving was not suitable for our CN trail for
the following reasons:
- it risks increases to speed, since the trail surface plays a large part in helping curtail speed
- it could not be applied over the iron ore slag because the surface could not be prepared and
slag removed, which meant it would break up
- it would no longer be able to be graded as it broke up
- it impacts the ability for snow to remain on the trail as would any black top surface
- the cost to pave the 1.5km of trail, in comparison to the costs needed to sustain and ensure
safety for the rest of the 1000km of trails was not reasonable. Safety costs to reduce risk to
riders and equipment are the priority for funding.
- there are occasional grants available through the Federal Government and Trillium Foundation
that both RCATV, OFSC and the County apply for. We support and partner with each other on
these grants.
3. Regarding Noise
- I do not feel that noise will be a significant issue for ORV, especially when speed is enforced
and the by-law which has hours of use are enforced.

- according to the BC Healthlink, sound is measured in decibels (dB). A whisper is about 30 dB,
normal conversation is about 60 dB, and a motorcycle engine running is about 95 dB. Noise
above 85 dB over a prolonged period of time (typically 8 hour period without protection) may
start to damage your hearing.
- according to the Canadian Off-Highway Vehicles Association, the decibel level of an off-road
vehicle from the manufacturer is 80/82 dB.
- some comparisons:
•
•
•
•

ATVs (80/82 dB) [depending on engine size]
Heavy traffic, window air conditioner, noisy restaurant, power lawn mower (80-89)
Motorcycle, freight train @ 100ft (96-100)
Chainsaw, leaf blower @ 3ft (106-115)

- we have asked the County to include in their by-law that after-market exhausts be prohibited
and that their by-law include a fee schedule so that it can be enforced.
4. Regarding Speed
- On Roads: ORV's must travel 20km/hr in 50km and below posted speed; 50km in speed zone
posted over 50km/hr. This is the highway traffic act.
- On Trails: speed can be enforced on a trail if: 1. has a by-law with fee schedule; 2. has posted
speed signs and 3. Someone with enforcement mandate. The Algonquin Trail by-law states that
their trail has a posted speed in rural area of 50km/hr and in urban areas are 20km/hr. But they
do not have by-law officers, nor a fee schedule to enforce. For this reason, we have suggested
the County include a fee schedule (which they now have a draft for)
- OPP can enforce both, however they require a fee schedule to enforce.
- RCATV have addressed speed on the CN line early spring when we had a small group of local
youth causing problems on the trail. We installed trail camera's, increased wardening, engaged
with OPP, put up signage. We employed a security firm on the trail for 6 weeks to address a
small group of youth with disrespectful behaviour. That has since addressed the issue.
- Riding an ATV is a physical activity which, by nature of the terrain, often reduces speed
compared to other off-highway recreational vehicle uses. I recognize ORV's are frequently
compared to snowmobiles, however, they have a higher pitch, travel typically faster due to the
surface being smooth, and are louder machines. Sound also carries farther in the winter than
summer. So these should not be used as a comparison for ORV's.
- best way to encourage appropriate speed is the right balance of trail surface, diversity in the
trail, enforcement, signage and education. We had considered for example (and suggest to the
city) having removable cement flower pots strategically on the trail to pinch and slow the
traffic, encourage the slower community feel of an urban trail.
- We recently did a speed study on the CN trail in partnership with Laurentian Valley and for the
7-day period of Aug 6-13, there were 177 riders measured, with 48% within the speed zone and
another 36% under 45km/hr. 24 instances measured over a speed of 45km/hr (likely small
group of local repeat offenders using the trail daily). Average speed 28km/hr. It would be
interesting to see how that average is reduced without the 1-4 riders driving excessively, or
compared to road statistics.

5. Regarding wardening and by-law officer status:
- RCATV have suggested and discussed by-law officer status for our level 2 wardens to support
enforcement of the Algonquin Trail. The County are waiting to see if a municipality/town/city
will set the precedence first within their area, and then they will consider the full stretch.
- While this has not been fully discussed and passed by the Board, it has been discussed
between the Chief Trail Warden and County. The potential would be our Level 2 Wardens
could be trained through the Algonquin College course for by-law officer designation. What has
not been discussed is whether that would be an RCATV cost, and how the partnership would
look like with the town/city/municipality/county ie scheduling, oversight, equipment etc.
- we do have a warden reporting mechanism and we do work closely with OPP to partner on
the trails, who have the authority to enforce.
- RCATV is interested in discussing it further to review the logistics and whether it fits with our
mandate and strategic interests
- in the province of Quebec all wardens have increasing level of by-law enforcement and level 2
have full authority to enforce provincial and local legislation with regard to ORV use. This is not
the case in Ontario.
6. Regarding Economic Benefit
Having received the County economic report on trails, you know that trail accessibility is the
number one interest for trail users.
Sadly, the OVTA has not been able to get trail statistics since 2017, we are using a number of
other reports and statistics to try to determine economic benefit. Canadian Quad Council
(CQC), 2021; Ontario Trails Council (OTC) Trail Usage Report (County of Renfrew), 2021; Ottawa
Valley Tourism Association (OVTA) statistical data, 2017 and RCATV/OFATV 2021 membership
(Sept 2021).
• RCATV has grown from 72 members in 2017 to 3,453 YTD in 2021
• The provincial OFATV has 12,300 members YTD in 2021
• In the OVTA and the OTC trail usage report, it is estimated only 10% of total ORV riders
are a member of the OFATV which significantly increases the actual numbers estimated
using the trails.
Below are the relevant points made in RCATV’s Ontario Trillium recreational capital project
grant for $309,000 towards 2022 trail infrastructure. RCATV estimates 136,667 riders and
$2,976,335 economic benefit annually. We break it down below.
How many people typically use these sports or recreation facilities annually?
136,667
Describe how these sports or recreation facilities contribute to the health and well-being of
your community members.

The benefits of outdoor recreation include relieving anxiety, stress, and depression, restoring
capacity for concentration and attention, improving your physical health and health, improving
confidence and self-esteem, providing means to be more active, making new connections,
providing peer support. Trails provide safe and accessible outdoor recreation for individuals,
families and small groups. Trails provide avenues for all ages to recreate outdoors. It provides
parents and youth the opportunity to share common hobbies, and for community members facing
reduced mobility and age to enjoy the benefits of the outdoors. It provides the community, youth
and families, to come together shared experience.
Describe how these sports or recreation facilities contribute to the economic well-being of
your community (e.g. employment, visitor spending, hosting events).
Using Canadian Quad Council (CQC), 2021; Ontario Trails Council (OTC) Trail Usage Report
(County of Renfrew), 2021; and Ottawa Valley Tourism Association (OVTA) statistical data, 2017
and RCATV/OFATV 2021 membership (effective Sept). RCATV estimates 136,667 riders and
$2,976,335 economic benefit annually.
• CQC 2021: 15% increase in 2021 ORV sales in Ontario since 2020, fastest growing in outdoor
recreation
• OVTA 2017: 38,564 motorized trail users of which 4,003 ORV (at a time when we had 72 local
members); 98% non-member usage
• 2021 OTC trail usage report: 91% users non-members of an organized club.
• 2021 OFATV membership: 3,453 local RCATV members, 12,300 provincial OFATV members
If only 9% of the estimated ORV trail usage is a member of a club, it would result in an estimate of
136,667 riders
• 2021 OTC trail usage report: to determine the economic benefit, based on # of trips, $ spent per
trips estimates economic benefits of $5,723,723, with 52% representing ORV resulting in an
estimate of $2,976,335 in economic benefit.
Please describe how your project addresses a community need.
Our tourism operators rely on the millions brought in by trail tourism, and our municipalities rely on a
robust trail partner to support trail maintenance and renewal to help repair the erosion that high-use
can have. Our riding community has also expanded due to interest, accessibility, and a move from
farm implement to recreational vehicle where the average rider is no longer a rural male aged 18 –
35 who grew up on motorized off-road vehicles. Our trails therefore need to be renewed and
maintained to a level that attracts and meets the experiences sought by our new riding community

